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Got this game with the Eidos Anthology sale, thought I just play this game to kill some time. Turns out this game is really
additive and pretty diffcult even on the easy setting.. I like world war 2, so i like this game. This is my favorite Steam Games.
It's simple and addictive. Much better than the sequel. All WWII Pacific Theater buffs will love this.. This game is fun,
especially if you like battleships. I've always been obsessed with naval, aerial, and ground operations of the second world war.
And I find this game to be not as unrealistic as I first assumed. Ship/Sub mechanics and controls are GREAT Airplane
mechanics are meh Airplane controls are pretty bad, and take a lot of getting used to before you can actually start comletely
missions. However this game is rather old, which makes it amazing for it's time. I give it a 9/10. * Deducted the one point
because of the lack of a free play mode and aggravating controls for airplanes. For a buck it's great. It's worth like 10 - 20 for
what you get.. do not bother with this one!!!. Better than pacific, good if on sale.. I came across this awhile ago, and before I got
into playing World of Warships (free-to-play). For the time it came out, and for the campaign, I think its pretty good. As long as
you remember the graphics aren't as fancy as the game is from 2007, it is an enjoyable game. Plus I like how you can switch to
another aircraft or ship mid-battle, and continue to fight that same battle. You don't have that in WoWS, as in WoWS when you
get sunk you have to wait for the battle to end or switch to another ship in port.. Awesome naval combatbsucky airplane controls
sequal improves almost everything except adds games for windows live would recommend, the best naval combat i'ive seen.
Best part is that JFK is in this game but you don't assasinate him in this title. Its really boring and out of touch though. The
writing and VO is cringe worthy and not in a funny way. Just in a ridiculously lame sort of way. The actual gameplay thus far
has been slow and mind numbingly boring but has seemed like just the tutorial still.
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